INSTALLING THE SPRING CLIP ON THE
MODEL 928A CT CABLE CONNECTOR
A small spring clip is available to suppress the lock button on the instrument end of the CT cable connector. The clip’s purpose is to simplify removing the cable connector from the 928A by not engaging the connector lock. When using the spring clip, make sure that the connector plug is fully inserted into the 928A current connector. The spring clip comes expanded and mounted on a shell casing, which simplifies installation.

Begin installation by positioning the shell casing and spring clip as seen in Figure 1. Slip the casing over the small end of the connector plug, as seen in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Aligning the Spring Clip and Connector Plug

Figure 2: Spring Clip in Position to Press on to Connector
With your thumb and fingers around the spring clip, slide the spring clip over the larger portion of the connector plug, as seen in Figure 3. It’s best if the clip’s expansion slot (seen in the cover photo) is not located over the lock button (seen in Figures 1 and 2).

Figure 3: Spring Clip Pressed On to Connector

Figure 4 shows the correctly mounted spring clip on the connector plug.

Figure 4: Correctly Mounted Spring Clip

The spring clip may be removed at any time by sliding it off the connector plug.